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Greek grade report for fall released

Volume 100 Number 52

by STACY TURNER
reporter

Good grades and · social
activities can go hand in hand.
The Office of Student Activties and Greek Affairs'
Academic Performance Report
has been released.
Of 11 fraternities and seven
sororities, all but one fraternity have maintained above a
2.0 gpa for fall 1998, ranking
the Greek average above the
overall undergraduate average.
.
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity,
with three members, had the

Marshall University's student newspaper - Celebrating our 100th year!

highest gpa for fall with 2.96.
According to the report, Zeta
Phi Beta sorority with three
members had the highest for
fall with a3.71 gpa.
Tamiko A. Ferrell, graduate
student and former president
of Zeta Phi Beta, said the
sorority is astrong support for
maintaining ahigh gpa.
"Being such asmall sorority
helps because we are all so
close
help each
other and
out,"willing
Ferrellto said.
She
also said it helps to be older
and more focused.
Kelly A. Kirk, junior and
former academic achievement

chairwoman for Alpha Xi
Delta, says the sorority is
determined to work hard.
"Alpha Xi has programs
which encourage high gpas
and class attendance," Kirk
said. "We often give awards
for good grades and we have a
banquet to honor members
who make the dean's list.
"The new member class also
helped out with their high
gpa, but we all take pride in
our academics and recognize
that as our main goal," Kirk
said.
Overall chapter cumulative
gpas have also been released.

Zeta Phi Beta had the highest cumulative gpa for asorority with 3.13.
Lambda Chi Alpha with 25
members had the highest
cumulative gpa for afraternity with 2.89.
Dorion B. Liston, senior and
president of Lambda Chi
Alpha, says that the fraternity
relies on the big brother system to tutor the younger members if they need help.
"Although we have no mandatory study policy, we have
personal goals within the fraternity that we each try to
reach," Liston said. .

Top Greek grades, ran 1998

Tap Greek cumulative grades

by JILLIAN GEORGES
reporter

reporter

Please see DRINKO, P3

Administrator to return to first love teaching
reporter

The associate dean and director of the Graduate School of
Management at the South
Charleston campus is going
back to his first love.
Dr. Kurt Olmosk was dean of
the College of Graduate
Studies (COGS) for two years
before the merger with
Marshall in 1997. After the
merger, he was given the title
associate dean and director of
the Graduate School of
Management. Olmosk turned
in his resignation last fall to
return as a professor in the
Lewis College of Business.
Olmosk said it just seemed
time for him to go back to

teaching. "I've
always enjoyed
it," he said.
"It's like going
back to my first
love."
Olmosk reports to Cal
Kent, dean of
the Lewis College of Business."I'm very
grateful to OLMOSK
Kurt for facilitating the merger," Kent said.
"He's an extremely cooperative
colleague.
"Over the years one of his
[Olmosk's] greatest accomplishments has been the combined
Master of Science and Health
Care Administration and

"I've always enjoyed it [teaching]. It's like
going back to my first love."
Dr. Kurt Olmosk,

associate dean and director of the
Graduate School of Management

Certified Registered Nurse
Anesthetist program," Kent
said. "It's the only program of
its kind in the nation and it's
really grown under his
[Olmosk's] leadership." The
program is conducted in partnership with Charleston Area
Medical Center and is accredited by the national board of
nurse anesthetists.
Olmosk's resignation will be
effective July 1. He will act as
associate dean until the posi-

COSM
debates
its own
future
by BRIAN RAWLINS

among plans

by TONDREA DAVIS

3.13
2.89
2.92

Zeta Phi Beta sorority
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
Alpha Xi Delta sorority

The 18 students in the play
completed a Shakespeare
workshop recently.
An upcoming production of Calvin MacLean, professor
"Othello" will combine the tal- at Illinois State University
ents of students and profes- and artistic director of the
sionals.
Illinois Shakespeare Festival,
The Department of Theater ran the two-day workshop.
has invited Marc Ewing to The students recited monoplay Othello when it presents logues, performed acting
William Shakespeare's play exercises and learned signifiof the same name Feb. 17-20 cant 17th century history.
at the Joan C. Edwards "The kids are new to
Playhouse.
Shakespeare, but not unby GAYLE L. SMITLEY
This famous play about the aware," MacLean said. "You
reporter
love and adventures of a can tell they have an obvious
nobleman and soldier stars love of it."
What would you do with Ewing,
avisiting professional Marshall's interpretation of
$500,000?
actor. Ewing recently fin- "Othello" will l>e different
The John Deaver Drinko ished
a
tour of from ·the original ShakesLibrary will use the $500,000 "Richard III"national
and "Much Ado pearean setting. Rather than
generated from the "Year of the About
with the setting the play in the 17th
Book" campaign to buy new NationalNothing"
Shakespeare Com- century, it will be set in 1948
books.
Italy. The actors will not be
Generated through private pany.
"They
are
atalented group, outfitted in traditional cosfunds, the money will be avail- fun and interested,"
Ewing
turning,
wear clothes
able July 1. Aproposal to said of his Marshall student from thebutlatewill1940s.
The
spend these funds is being co-stars.
overall
show
concepts
have
developed by the library staff.
Ewing
was
contacted
by
Dr.
been
adapted
to
fit
the
20th
After the staff develops apro- Jeffery S. Elwell; theater , century, but the Shakesposal, it will submit the prochair and direc- pearean language remains.
posal to the Faculty Senate department
tor of "Othello," in July. Along with guest star
Committee and the Library Ewing
arrived
Jan. 16, and Ewing, the cast includes
Policy Board. The Board will has an apartment
in Hun- Frank Devono as Iago,
then decide how to allocate the tington
until the play is com- Jeremy Richter as Cassio,
money.
pleted.
Vivian Smith as Desdemona
Dr. Corley F. Dennison,
Not only will the actors in and Brannen Daughtery as
Faculty Senate president and
learn from Ewing's Roderigo. Tickets are on sale
chairman of the Committee on "Othello"
but he will also at the box office in the Joan C.
the Future of Marshall, said experiences,
into theater class- Edwards Performing Arts
the library is an asset to the esbe brought
so
others
can
benefit from Center.
university, the community and his visit.
The show runs Feb. 17-20
the region.
"I'm very grateful to Jeff at 8p.m. Ticket prices are
"But, as with any other (Elwel~)
for
letting
me
be
a
$10
adults, $8 seniors, $6 faclibrary, its book collection part of this production," ulty/staff
and free to stuneeds to be constantly updated
said.
dents. For more information
and expanded," Dennison said. Ewing
Elwell
also
brought
in
a
call
696-2787.
"This $500,000 is areally good professional guest scenic
start for the new library and, designer and aguest lighting
ABOVE RIGHT: Mark
with any luck, this campaign designer for the play. Ron
Ewing and Vivian Smith
will bring even more support Naversen, head of the gradurehearse
for the theater
for the library in the future."
department's upcoming
ate design program at SoutThe "Year of the Book" cam- hern
production
of "Othello."
Illinois
University,
will
paign began Sept. 20, 1997 run the scenic design. W.
with anews conference and a David
RIGHT:
Frank
Devono
Wheeler
of
Radford
series of lectures. Marshall University will be in charge of
plays Iago.
allocated funds for purchasing lighting
design.
photos by J1lhan Georges
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n
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3.71
2.96
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Zeta Phi Beta sorority
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity
Alpha Xi Delta sorority
Omega Psi Phi fraternity

Library. Othello brings talents together
receives
•

Page edited by Ted Dickinson

tion is filled.
Dr. Leonard Deutsch, Graduate College dean, is the chairman of the search committee
for Olmosk's replacement.
Deutsch created the committee
to screen applications and to
make recommendations
candidate
interviews._ for
The search committee advertised the available position in
various business and educational journals which has
resulted in 24 applications thus

far. The search committee will
meet Friday at 2p.m. at the
Teays Valley Regional Center
to discuss candidates to be
interviewed.
Interviews will be given by
the search committee, representatives from the College of
Business from both the
Huntington and South Charleston campuses, and students
interested in participating in
the process, Deutsch said.
"Hopefully we will be able to
obtain someone who will energetically represent the interest
of graduate programs in
Huntington and South Charleston," Deutsch said.
He estimates the interviewing process will begin within
the next two months.

The Committee on Student
Media's first meeting of the
semester could be its last.
COSM was established in
1992 after
The ofParthenon
printed
the name
arape victim. The incident outraged the
campus and the community,
and President J. Wade Gilley
established COSM to oversee
student
media func- MORE
tions
so they
represent
the seeINSIDE
campus
and
related editorial,
community
p4
in aresponsible manner.
COSM guidelines each student media must operate
under includes purposes of the
medium, selection of staff,
evaluations of media leaders,
content, role of the adviser,
budgets, relationships with
academic programs, handling
of student concerns and complaints and any special considerations for each department.
Dennis C. Lebec, assistant
professor of journalism and
mass communications, is an ex
officio member on the committee. "It's really a system of
checks and balances. That way,
the different student media
can help each other out."
After adiscussion about the
committee's purpose, the members agreed by consensus that
Dr. Harold C. Shaver, director
of the W. Page Pitt School of
Journalism and Mass
Communications, should submit a letter to the Faculty
Senate concerning the future
of COSM. "The committee is
not running as effectively as it
should be," Shaver said.
COSM will recommend one
of the following three steps be
taken:
•ishedThe and
committee will be aboleach department
will become responsible for its
own media;
•editors
The committee will select
for all student media,
including the online yearbook
and any other student media
on campus;
•organizations
department
selectEach
editors
for its media.would
The committee could then
devote its time to handling
grievances and complaints concerning the student media.
' WMUL and The Parthenon
would be responsible for selecting their own editors and managers without the approval of
the committee," Lebec said.
The Faculty Senate Executive Committee will decide on'
COSM's future Feb. 15.
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Howard names SGA future
Faculty Senate decides
election committee of MU tomorrow
"I want to make sure the election will run
very smoothly. There's no name calling,
no back biting, no hard feelings. "

by CHARLENE CORNELL

reporter
Tuesday's Student Government
Association meeting began
with naming chief election commissioners and ended with an
open seat in the College of
Liberal Arts (COLA).
Student Body President
Mackenzie Howard, announced
his choices for election commissioners. Leading those as chief
election commissioner will be
Jason Downey, South Charleston,
junior.
"I want to make sure the election will run very smoothly.
There's no name calling, no
back biting, no hard feelings.
That everyone runs a clean
campaign. "I want to make sure
that everything is taken care of as
soon as possible," Downey said.
Downey's fellow commissioners are Kimberly Lucas,
Rachele Perine and Jennifer
Aylestock. They were not avail.able for comment.
"(Downey) has alot of experi-

Jason Downey,
ence in SGA," Howard said Cunningham, senate parliaabm~t the decision to name
Cunningham said
Downey election commissioner. mentarian.
left to study abroad.
"He was senate parliamentari- Butler
The meeting continued with
an. He has run acampaign and the discussion of two bills. If
is honest."
passed, one bill, sponsored by
Keenan Rhodes, senate pro- Rhodes
would give money to
tempore said the election com- Marshall's Newman Center for
mittee should be chosen from their annual beach retreat.
candidates outside of the SGA. Michelle Kuhn, senator for
"I think he will do agood job,"
of regents, introRhodes said. "Jason was asen- the board
the Delta Epsilon Chi
ator, so ·if you want to have duced
bill which would allow the
somebody
there,theaformer
sena- organization money for an
tor
who knows
ropes would
upcoming convention.
be alogical choice.
about applying
"On the other hand, I would forInformation
s position is availlike to have somebody totally ableButler'
at the SGA office, 2W29B
neutral of student government; in the Memorial Student
that has no ties."
Center. Applicants must have
Eric Butler, COLA senator, a2.0 g.p.a. and apply by Friday,
resigned, according to Norm Jan.
29.

SACRAMENTO, Calif.
(AP)- Apair of political insiders-turned-watchdogs want to
bring California TV stations to
aratings wasteland: the state
Capitol.
To spice up dreary machinations of state government,
Democrat Michael Reese and
Republican Dan Schnur, both
former
spokesmen,
want tocampaign
stage' made-for-TV
"mini-debates."
One week, aRepublican and
Democrat might clash on education reform; the next, others

might tackle taxes or health care.
Reese said he hopes the new
effort will encourage states to
"follow California as a good
example,
example." rather than a bad
"We have people in L.A. who
don't know who the constitutional officers are. Yet (Attorney
General) Bill Lockyer can affect
my life mightily. We should be
hearing from him," Reese said.
Stations from Los Angeles
and other large markets maintained Capitol bureaus until
the 1980s, when increasingly

precise ratings measurements
showed government stories
were losing viewers. Now, government coverage is a staple
only for Sacramento stations.
Identifying the vacuum, veteran NBC correspondent Steve
Mallory
started
his own business in 1987
of providing
state
government
coverage.
24
stations representingToday,
every
market except San Diego and
Palm Springs subscribe to the
daily 15-minute feed.
"They'll be covering a lot of
subjects that don't lend them-

NEW YORK (AP)
Consumers' confidence in the
economy edged up slightly in
January to lts highest level
since August as agrowing number of Americans believed there
are more jobs available.
A survey of consumers
released Tuesday by the
Conference Board found that
while Americans feel better
about their current financial
situation than they did a
month ago, they are slightly
less confident about the outlook
for the next six months.
The Conference Board reported its index of consumer confidence rose 0.9 point to 127.6 from
arevised 126.7in December. The
index dropped sharply in

October and has since been
making asteady recovery.
"Favorable employment conditions continue t>o lift consumer confidence levels," said
Lynn Franco, associate director
of the Conference Board, aNew
York-based,
business-financed
private research
group.
"While consumer expectations have softened over the
last several months, this vital
the economyConsumers'
continues
tosector
be ofoptimistic.
appraisal of the current state of
our economy is running at
decade-high levels, signaling
further
ahead." growth in the months
Forty-five percent of consumers responding to the sur-

vey said jobs currently are
plentiful, compared with 42.5
percent who said so a month
ago. Fewer people said they
expect better economic conditions in the coming months,
and the number who said they
expect
over thattheirtime,incomes
droppedto increase
5.3 percentage points, from 28.7percent to 23.4 percent.
Consumer sentiment is an
important economic indicator
since their spending accounts
for two-thirds of the nation's
overall economic activity. The
Conference Board survey is
closely watched by economists
and financial markets as asignal about where the economy is
headed.

SGA chief election commissioner

by DEVON KELLY

"We are in the
process of hiring
aconsultant
that's going to
come in and
look at salary
distribution
and make
recommendations."

reporter
Approving anew school and
adding a new major to the
university are both on the
agenda for the first Faculty
Senate meeting of the semester Thursday.
The senate will vote on the
independent status of the
W. Page Pitt School of
Journalism and Mass
Communications. Members
will also consider the addition
of a business science and
technology major in the Lewis
College of Business.
The Faculty Senate will
discuss creating a liaison
between the senate and the
American Federation of
Teachers and aresolution to
approve the creation of the
Marshall University Wellness
Program, said Dr. Corley F.
Dennison, Faculty Senate
president.
There is not a set agenda
for the semester, but the

senate will
be working
on several
issues, he
said.
"We are in
the process
of hiring a
consultant
that's going
DENNISON and
to come
look atin
salary distribution and make
recommendations with regards
to distribution of money for
salaries and merit pay to the
senate and to the president,"
Dennison said. "I'm sure that
will be abig issue."
The Committee on the
Future of Marshall University,
created by President J. Wade
Gilley i& also apoint of interest.
"A number of the faculty
senator~ are participating in
that process and the senate is
going to be asked for input,"
Dennison said.
The senate will be watching

Dr.Faculty
Corley
Dennison,
Senate president
the Legislature, he said.
"Even though it's not directly related to us, I think we
will be paying alot of attention to the Legislature and
see what they are going to do
with PEIA [Public Employee
Insurance Agency]."
The meeting is 4 p.m.
Thursday in the John Marshall
Room of the Memorial Student
Center.

selves to TV, because they don't
have pizazz or zip,'' Mallory
said. "But the idea is terrific.
Everything that goes on (at the
Capitol) affects every Californian,
and if we are unhappy with the
quality, we can say, 'We elected
these
sleazebags'
thing about
it." and do someReese was spokesman in
1994 for Democratic gubernatorial nominee Kathleen Brown,
and Schnur was press secretary
for her opponent, Republican
Gov. Pete Wilson.
The two joined forces last

summer as California coordinators of the Alliance for Better
Campaigns, which sought to
raise the quality and quantity
of political campaign journalism on TV in 10 states.
Their effort here fell short of
its initial goal; to stage aseries
of brief debates between the
candidates for governor. To
their surprise, Democrat Gray
Davis and Republican Dan
Lungren had four full-blown
debates and declined to participate in the mini-debates.
The alliance ultimately

orchestrated four mini-debates
on ballot initiatives and among
candidates for less prominent
offices.
Schnur and Reese plan to
continue the alliance's work to
improve campaign coverage
through the 2000 elections.
"Without adoubt, we have to
reinvent the way we cover politics and government," Reese
said. "The media and the campaigns and the elected officials
are content with doing it the
old way, and the old way is not
working."

Media watchdogs try setting example with 'mini-debates'
Consumer confidence edges up in January
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MAKE THIS OR/NG AREAL BREAK!
Donate plasma during
February and March and you
can earn over $300!
If you have never donated or
it has been more than 2
months, add $55 to your total
with your first 2donations.
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'ROTC
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me
around'
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by JOSEPH c. THORNTON who are commissioned for his program Iwould probably be in

by JAY M. MORLACHETTA

reporter
Marshall and West Virginia
alumni will meet today at the
Toyota Capital Classic Alumni
Luncheon held at noon at the
Embassy Suites Hotel in
Charleston.
The luncheon will precede
the Marshall vs. West Virginia
University annual basketball
game at 8p.m. at the Charleston Civic Center.
Sam Stanley, assistant vice
president of alumni relations,
said the luncheon is· a good
way for the two groups to get to
know each other better, and
start some new friendships.
It will be the fourth annual
alumni luncheon in which
graduates from both schools
participate. It is Toyota's first
year sponsoring the luncheon.
Toyota will also be sponsoring
the basketball game.
Governor Underwood will be
attending the luncheon allowing three to four minutes for
greetings.
In addition to the governor
and his wife, Marshall President J. Wade Gilley, West
Virginia President David Hardesty and Charles W. Manning,
university system chancellor,
will be among the speakers at
the luncheon.
"Both Marshall and WVU
like to support the luncheon,"
says Stanley, who predicts the
event will be asuccess. ·
He says the luncheon is an
example of the importance of
hoth universities in our tate.
Today's alumni lunch .on is
expected to be the largest yet,
with up to 400 people attending. It is $15 per plate and will
be at the Embassy Suites Hotel
in Charleston.
There will be a reception
before the men's basketball
game from 6:30 to 7:45. The
Motor City Bowl Trophy will be
displayed. The reception will
be free with acash bar.

t:~.3
Highlawn Apts. 1-2-3-4 BR
housingarrangementsClose to
Hon~cs For Rent

Marshall
and grocerypharmacy.
stores,
fast
food
restaurant,
Nice,
quiet,
safe
neighborhood.
Call to inquire 525-6255
Large Unfurnished House
121/2MileBathfromA/C.campus.
6£3/R
No Pets, inutilities
notJune
included.
or523-7756
$1000Available
per month. May
Call

NEWLY RENOVATED 1AND
2 BR. NEAR MU STADIUM

FURN.SECURITY
KIT, NEW CARPET
&
W/D.
SYSTEM,
OFF
STREET
PARKING,
UTIL.
ARE
INCLUDED.
CALL
522-0685
Like new, Near MU&Med
School. Utilities paid. Central
AC&Heat.
NeutralSpacious
Decor. Lots
ofVerynatural
and
Nice. Light.
Kit. Furn.$550 736·
4375

reporter
J. Jamethon Honaker is the
1999 recipient of the George C.
Marshall Award, which is given
annually to the top cadet in the
ROTC unit.
The honor is awarded to
cadets in programs nationwide.
Honaker, White Sulphur
Springs senior, will receive the
award at the annual military
ball at Virginia Military Institute in Lexington, Va., April 1316.
Lt. Col. Stephen Redmond,
professor of military science,
said the award will help the
Marshall senior in the future.
"There are about 3,500
prospective cadets vying to be
lieutenants," Redmond explained. "In getting this award, Honaker is going to be one of 270
out of the 3,500 who received it.
"That automatically signifies
him as one of the top cadets

examine
the new
library.
Dr. Donald
Riggs,
former
dean
of
the
libraries
the
University of Michigan,at will
evaluate
the
library
and
submitsanew
reportCommittee
to the uni-on
versity'
Future
of
Marshall
by
new books, but additional the
April 15.
funding
has been
necessary.
The
Committee
is
a
group
Continuing
efforts
will
be
which designs strategies to
made by the library to col- improve
the university's
lect
funds intothesupport
purchases
future. new future.
"We are
excited
an
According to a news expert
Dr. Riggstoourhave
to come
release
fromrelations,
the office
ofI. in andlikeevaluate
new
university
Jan
said Dennison.
Fox,information
associate vicetechnology,
president library,"
"His understanding
report
will giveofushowa
for
better
said
the
paper
book
fund
is
to improve the Drinko
consistent from year to year. Library
and how
to utilizeby
"Thetheadditional
$500,000
the funding
provided
from
Year of the
Book campaigns
like
Year
of the
campaign
is
a
definite
boost
to theDrinko
fund, asLibrary
it will collecallow Book."
the
Although the $500,000 is a
tion to grow even more," Fox boost to increasing the
said.
library's collection,
In additionwasto funding,
improvementexpanwill
consultant
hired toa besionanand
ongoing process.

the gutter right no."
Honaker said he attended
West Virginia University and
joined the Army Reserves
before coming to Marshall.
"I came to Marshall and my
GPA shot through the roof compared to what it was at WVU."
the said. "I picked up ROTC,
and that's when everything
turned around for me. Ifigured
out what responsibility was
and Igot married."
When asked of his long-term
commitment to the military,
Honaker said there were several factors he must consider
before making his decision.
"My wife just graduated and
she has goals of her own," the
award-winning cadet pointed
out, "and I'm not sure whether
mine are going to impede hers.
"If so, then I'm definitely
going
to get out
in aflows
few years,"
Joseph CThornton
he
if she
with itI J. Jamethon Honaker, right, is the recipientphotoofbythis
year's
andsaid,
Ido"but
as well,
then Ithink
George C. Marshall Award, given annually to the ROTC's top
may be atwenty-year man." cadet.

Drinko to be
evaluated
•From page 1
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.Superstar Leasing

Professional Wanted Now!
Are
you
asuperstarinexcel
leasingin
and
sales?
DoAreyouyou
marketing?
an
individual with outstanding
communication
skillsAre and
persuasive
abilitles?
you
interested within acareer
advancement
growing
company
of excellence?
Are
you
a
highly
motivated
and
enthusiastic
person
with
desire
to be the best you cana
be?
Ifwithso,youweimmediately!
would like toWespeak
anexcellence
opportunity
for abrand
personhave
at our
new,of
premiere
student
housing
apartment
community
Huntington.
Please
sendto:youin
resume
and salary
history
University Courtyard

2100 6th Ave.
Huntington, WV 25701
or fax: 522-8701
Summer on Hilton Head
Island, S.C. Shore Beach
Unfurnished 3Bedroom Apt. Service
needs lifeguards
for
Near
MU,
utilities
paid.
call
summer
season.
843-785-3494
522-4780 Available NOW!
www.shorebeach.com
MU Staff member has a Bridal Consultant-Work when
private furnished room avail. convenient.
Show catalogs to

in beautiful residential home.
Looking forof serious
student
need
quiet
studyin
environment.
Free
Cable.
$200/month
529-2928 or utilities
696-3267paid. Call

year group of 2000."
Honaker said he does not
deserve all the credit for his
award. He said he considers it
ateam effort. ''We all just compliment each other really well,"
Honaker said of his fellow
cadets.
Redmond said Honaker has
qualities that separate him
from the other candidates.
"The areas where he really
stood out were grade point
average and his initiative,"
Redmond said of Honaker.
"He's brought a lot of things
into the program that we
haven't had in the past."
"He's also agifted communicator," the professor continued,
"has alot of wit, and he has a
lot of fun doing what he does."
Although he is uncertain
about his future in the military,
Honaker
said"ROTC
the ROTC
has
helped
around him.
completely,"
heturned
said. me
"If
it weren't for my wife and this

Bridescallrequesting
assistance.
They
us. 800-950-7775
ted@iName.com
Indoor
Work We are looking
for
post-holiday
Miscellaneous
Lightsome
indoor
work,
startsaround
athelp.
$6$7/hr.
We
can
schedule
classes
without
a
Naked Coed Valentine's Day your
problem. Management
Swim. Free to New Couples. Opportunities
available.
Call
Send
S.S.A.E.
to
TSSC,
Box
1-800-929-5753
today!
9314, Huntington, WV 25704
RADIO + $1250!
Need Money? -Now Hear This FREE
Fundraiser
open to student
pays
the
highest
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bJ R. BRANDON GUNNOE

reporter
The following information
was taken from the Marshall
University police reports:
• Peeping Tom. Thursday, at 6:45 p.m., on the fifth
floor of Buskirk Hall, the victim stated a white male
opened the shower curtain
and said "Sorry, wrong room."
The victim chased the suspect down the hall as he fled.
She described him as a6-foot
white male in his late twenties or early thirties with a
medium build and dark hair.
The suspect has been identified and warrants will be
obtained.
The case is still under investigation. "If you see him, please
call us," Corporal Angie
Howell of the MUPD said.
•Peeping Tom. Friday, at
1:18 a.m., aresident of University Heights reported an
unknown male was peeping
through his living room window. The suspect has been
identified and turnedover to
Judicial Affairs for further
review.

• Unlawful
under
21. Police drinking
issued an
arrest citation to Johnna
Thomas at 4:11 a.m., Thursday, for underage drinking.
Thomas was issued the
citation at the east end of
Twin Towers after a friend
walked her home from aTau
Kappa Epsilon party.
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•underUnlawful
Possession
of marijuathe age of drinking
21. Police na.•Police
responded
to a

issued an arrest citation to complaint of astrong smell of
Aaron M. Carey and Jason V. marijuana coming from a
Boyd at 2:13 a.m., Monday,
Towers East room at
Jan. 18, for underage drink- Twin
1:40 a.m., Saturday, Jan. 16.
ing.
Police issued an arrest citaCarey and Boyd both were tion to Phillip M.King for
issued their arrest citations possession of marijuana.
on the 500 block of 20th St.
of marijua• Breaking
and enter- na.•Possession
Police responded to a
ing.
Sunday, Jan. 17 at 7:00 complaint of astrong smell of
p.m., person or persons marijuana coming from a
unknown broke into the room in Hodges Hall at 9:22
men's basketball locker room p.m.,
Tuesday, Jan. 19. Police
area.
issued an arrest citation to
Ceiling tiles, doors and tele- Ralph McCourt for possession
phones were all damaged. marijuana.
Also, coaches' and players' ofMcCourt
gave verbal conpersonal clothing was thrown sent to search the room. One
on the floor.
pipe
and
two
baggies
The case is still under found in a plastic
cup were
on a
investigation because not all shelf. Also, an envelope constolen or damaged items have taining marijuana was found
been identified.
in astereo speaker.
•
Concealed
weapon.
•Possession of marijuaPolice arrested Jason O'Neal Sione Saafi was issued an
for possession of aconcealed na.
arrest citation for possession
weapon, Wednesday, Jan. 20, of marijuana in Twin Towers
at 1:57 a.m.
East at 11:19 p.m., Monday.
O'Neal was found sleeping
in hia car at astudent com- • Public Intoxication.
muter parking lot on the 1800 Christopher B. Reed was
block of 6th Ave.
issued an arrest citation for
O'Neal received an arrest
intoxication in the
citation for underage drink- ·- public
1800 block of 5th Ave. at
ing.
12:32 a.m., Friday, Jan. 8.
was intoxicated when
• Possession of marijua- heReed
was found. He had slurred
na. Curtis L. Jeter was speech, smelled of alcohol and
issued an arrest citation for staggered when walking.
possession of marijuana in Reed was unable to give his
Holderby Hall at 8:16 a.m.,
and date of birth. He
Thursday, Jan. 14. This was address
was transported to Cabell
Jeter's his second offense. County Jail.
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OUR VIEW

HOT TOPIC

TONIA

Committee
could serve
better role

0

Nation's apathy
not so justified

It has become the source of anationwide moan.
Every night, millions of Americans sit
lethargically watching the six o'clock
news, painfully anticipating any story
not mentioning a word beginning with
"M" and ending with "onica."
After initially raising the nation's eyebrow, President Clinton's sexual
escapades became the focus of all public
interest in the impeachment debates
among Americans. However, as many
became aware that the offen.:5e in question was not Clinton's sex life, out perjury
and obstruction of justice, interest gradually died off.
Forget the sex and all its lurid details.
Forget the political tug of war between
those who would do virtually anything to
see him out of office and those who would
defend him had he committed murder.
This is the biggest issue of our century
by virtue of its rarity. Yet, one would be
hard pressed to find aroom full of impassioned debaters, all deeply concerned
about the outcome.
But when ascandal like this fails to
win the public's attention toward parliamentary procedure, then I say we're in
trouble.
When Americans fail to voice their concerns, how could we ever hope to maintain ademocracy? Until abetter method
is devised, one of the surest ways to get
our voices heard is through voting. But it
seems that even pushing afew .buttons
every two years is abit much to ask foi- 34
percent of Americans.
For years we have all heard accounts of
America's embarrassing voter turnout.
According to voting records kept by the
Federal Election Commission
(www.fec.gov/pages/agedemog.htm) from
the 1996 presidential election, out of
24,650,000 eligible voters between the
ages of 18 and 24, only 7,990,000 actually voted - 32 percent of the total U.S.
vote, as opposed to 66 percent overall
turnout.
In recent years, that number has been
as high as 76 percent, as it was in the
1992 election.
Perhaps, at first notion, one would
count this as a high, even remarkable,
turnout. However, it pales in comparison
to that of other countries such as
Belgium, which reported a 91 percent
voter turnout in its 1995 parliamentary
election.
But low voter turnout is not the problem in this country; it's asymptom.
This general disenchantment citizens
have regarding government stems from
politics, a separate entity altogether.
Whereas great cynicism is largely justifiable in politics, there is really no excuse
to pay no attention to how your nation is
governed.
Perhaps the prospect of an informed
and impassioned citizenry is wishful
thinking on my part. But if Americans
don't shake themselves out of their <!oma,
tomorrow they may find themselves
moaning out of despair instead of disgust.

Tonia Holbrook is news editor for The
Parthenon. Comments can be sent to
her at 311 Smith Hall. She can be
reached at 696-6696 or by e-mail at
holbroo7@marshall.edu.

Page edited by Tonia Holbrook

Chi
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d
ren
need
gui
d
ance
from
both
parents, not just one with custody

Dear
Editor:
West Virginian children are
being told everyday that a
divorce is not their fault and it is
time we all do something about
it.
There are alot of fathers that
do love their children and want
to be part of their lives. But the
laws make it hard for them to do
so. Because most of the time the
mother is awarded custody of
the children and the father is
the non-custodial parent.
childfrom
needseach
bothone.parents
and
theAlove
And each
parent should have equal share
of time spent with the child
regardless of what has hap-

pened between the two adults.
Our current system makes the
father feel that he is not needed
but every other weekend for a
few hours and as a money
source. And in some cases there
are some mothers being done
this way, too.
The law system lets the parents turn their hurt for each
other by using the child and
telling them they have to suffer
by not being able to see the
father any time they wish
because of the divorce. This is
not fair to the child because
mommy and daddy can no
longer live together.
The lawmakers need to take a

closer look at the child custody
laws and make the fathers, a
real father not just a visitor.
Give the same punishment to
the custodial parent as the noncustodial parent gets when he or
she doesn't pay their child support.
We all can do something about
this during the 1999 legislative
session: the lawmakers can
make sure each child has the
right to be with two parents by
passing reforms to West
Virginia's custody laws. Children need fathers not just avisitor.
- Brenda Hannah
North Matewan

"NOT GUILTY BY REASON OF IT BEING JUST TOO BIG OF AHASSLE."

Leave parents out of adult lives
OFF CAMPUS VIEWS
The following editorial is from sions of their adult children
the Daily Collegian at Pennsy- (who have adult responsibilities)
lvania State University.
and who are students at universities.
01/25/1999
be students, but we
(U-WIRE) STATE COL- areWestillmayadults.
We are the ones
LEGE, Penn. - With the who should take personal
recent approval of the Parental responsibility for our actions,
Notification Act by President whether it involves simply takClinton, Penn State and other ing care of ourselves or acceptinstitutions have been given the ing the consequences for our
option to notify parents when actions if we decide to use drugs
their children have been cited or alcohol.
for alcohol or drug violations.
If one of the goals of this bill
However, it is wrong to inform was to deter students from using
parents about the transgres- drugs or alcohol, then lawmak-

ers have exercised wishful
thinking. The bill will most likely be an ineffective deterrent
against drug and alcohol violations.
Students are going to make
such personal choices on their
own.
It is especially important that
the university continue to
respect our right to privacy and
to keep our records private.
Penn State has merely been
given the option to make parents aware of violations, but to
exercise this option would break
down personal rights - and it is
especially insulting to those students who are independent and
support themselves.

Let 18,000 readers know your view
BY
BY
BY
BY
_
E
MAIL
MAIL FAX PHONE

The Parthenon - Letters
311 Smith Hall,
Huntington, WV 25755

Fax us your opinions at
(304) 696·2519.

Call The Parthenon at
(304) 696-6696.

Email The Parthenon at
parthenon@marshall.edu

The Committee on Student Media is indeed
not needed in its present state.
In apage-one article in today's Parthenon
Brian Rawlins reports three alternatives for
the future of the COSM.
Of these alternatives, The Parthenon recommends the committee no longer have the
power
media.to choose editors or directors of student
We think each department should be
responsible
for choosing the editors of its particular medium.
Although The Parthenon and 88.1 WMUL
are the largest student media organizations,
such
benefit
mediathatoutlets.
Ourchanges
reason iswould
simple:
It is alllogical
those
directly involved in each department would
be best qualified to choose leaders for their
respectivewho
.-iedium.
instance,
whyjournalshould
someone
knowsFornothing
about
ism choose the leader of astudent news organization?
Furthermore,
do not
think the
COSM
should
have anywepower
to address
grievances
against student media. Management responsibilities should be solely assumed by students and advisers in charge of day-to-day
operations.
We are also disturbed by the fact that the
COSM pays particular attention to The
Parthenon
andmedia.
WMUL, while rarely affecting
other student
It is also bothersome, that the COSM was
formed only after The Parthenon printed the
name of a rape victim. This suggests the
COSM was founded to be awatchdog over
The
Parthenon
-acheck
that we rights.
are protected from
by our First
Amendment
Rawlin's reports that student media must
operate under COSM guidelines, one of which
is content. Although The Parthenon should
report its budget, because we are partially
supported by student fees, our editors should
not
theyhave
make.to answer to the COSM for decisions
As the COSM exists now, anyone who has a
grievance with The Parthenon, or any other
student media, can ask the COSM to have a
special meeting to address the complaint.
In the case of The Parthenon, students are
then asked to appear before the COSM. They
can obviously not attend but this would create astrain on the relationships editors have
with professors, leaving those same professors,
on the board,
caughtcannot
in the
middlewhoto must
field sitquestions
they really
answer -in essence, hanging them out to dry,
because they do not control editorial content.
If the COSM were to assume arole that
enabled it to make suggestions to students,
instead of serving as a check on them, it
would serve abetter purpose.
The answer, concerning student leaders, is
to let each department govern its own media,
keeping in mind that students do not have
second-class First Amendment rights.
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Women's Rugby Club
seeks members
Marshall's Women's Rugby Club is accepting new players
until the second week of February. Practice is scheduled
/ Monday, Tuesday and Thursday 3:30-5:30 p.m. on Buskirk
Field. Information is available from Aurora at 696-5734 or
Stacey at 697-0410.
Page edited by Jason Hutchinson
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It's
the
Herd
vs.
the
'eers
Men looking to end
Injured Herd to play WVU
tonight in Capital Classic

slump again•st WVU
by CHAD PENNINGTON

reporter
Two words surround the West
Virginia game for Marshall
players.
Must win.
"We've got to go against West
Virginia and get a big win for
the rest of the season," freshman Tamar Slay said. "This is
the first time all year we've lost
two games in a row, and we
can't make it three."
The men's basketball team
will travel to the Charleston
Civic Center to play the
Mountaineers tonight at 8p.m.
The game will mark the 27th
time the two teams have met,
West Virginia leads the overall
series 19-7 and has won eight
out of the last ten games.
The Mountaineers defeated
the Thundering Herd 71-58 in
the previous meeting on Feb.
16, 1998. West Virginia dominated Marshall in every statistic. The Mountaineers outrebounded the Herd 49-31, had
eight more assists and recorded
nine more steals. Marshall's
starting five was outscored by
West Virginia's 60-38.
West Virginia went on to the
Sweet 16 of the NCAA tourna-

ment. Marshall ended their
season with afirst-round MidAmerican Conference tournament loss to Ball State 93-76.
Tonight's matchup marks a
complete turnaround for both
teams.
The Mountaineers have not
experienced much fortune.
West Virginia has lost six of its
last seven games and enters
the game with an 8-11 overall
record and 3-7in the Big East
Conference.
Although the Herd is on a
two-game losing streak, it still
hasr,a record of 11-7overall and
is fighting for ahigh seed in the
MAC tournament.
Sophomore Cornelius Jackson said the team has learned
to keep fighting.
"This year we've come close to
many good teams," Jackson
said. "Basically, we just need to
stay together, and we'll be OK."
J-ackson has led the Herd in
scoring the past three games
averaging 17 points. He is also
Marshall's assist leader with 89
in 18 games.
Travis Young, who scores a
team-highl6.5 points per game,
has averaged only 7.3 points
per game the past three games.
Senior Terrell McKelvy and

by TODD MCCORMICK

photo by Brett Hall

After losing consecutive games, Deon Dobbs and the men's
basketball team hope to rebound against rival WVU at tonight's
Capital Classic.
freshman J.R. VanHoose lead Kearse also have double-figure

the Herd in the post area. The
two players have combined to
average 12.5 rebounds per
game and 19.5 points per game.
West Virginia is led by junior
Marcus Goree, the team-leader
in scoring and rebounding. The
6-foot-8 forward averages 19.5
points and 7.5 rebounds per
game.
Senior forward Elton Scott
and sophomore guard Jarett

scoring averages.
The Mountaineers have been
outscored by its opponents in
both the first and second half.
Opponents have outscored
West Virginia 586-572 in the
first half and 695-654 in the
second half.
Marshall enters the game
having outscored its opponents
643-592 in the first half and
739-645 in the second half.

@re probably saying

Marshall coach Greg White
has reinstated suspended forward Carlton King.
King was suspended
Thursday for violating unspecified team rules.
"Carlton showed some
remorse and he's back with us,"
White said Monday.
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King joined the Herd for
practice Monday after White
met with the player and his
father, Henry.
Under the terms of his reinstatement, King will relinquish
the role of co-captain he shared
with sophomore guard
Cornelius Jackson.
King, a 6-foot-5 senior, has
seen significantly less playing

.
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time this season
despite leading
the team in
scoring a year
ago. He has
started just six
games, averaging 19 minutes,
'[
and his production has plum- KING
meted to about
seven points per game.
King will be- in the lineup
Wednesday night when
Marshall (11-7) plays crossstate rival West Virginia (8-11)
at the Charleston Civic Center. •
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Senior forward Kristina
Behnfeldt explained that many
of this year's losses occurred
from a lack of focus. "That's
why we've been losing," she
said. "We'll do what we need to
do for 10 min1,1tes and then we
start doing our own thing. It's
really what we've been focusing
on in practices - doing what
she tells us to do."
Simpson explained that in a
game with intrastate opponent
WVU
(7-11, 3-7 in the Big East)
all of the pain is pushed aside.
"Any time you play someone
like West Virginia, it's a state
rjvalry," she said. "I don't care
if you're dying.You're going to
play with your heart and soul
because you want everybody to
remember Marshall."
Both Simpson and WVU
coach Alexis Basil were in their
first year as head coach when
the two schools met in last
year's Capital Classic.
Marshall won the game 68-63.
In tonight's game, Simpson
explained that fans will see two
different styles of play from two
different conferences. "It's the
size and athleticism," she said.
"They [Big East teams) go
after scoring points. The MAC
is more of a defensive conference than offensive."

King back on team in time for WVU
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

to yoursel£ any fuur-year-old
knows how to use the bathroom. But you may not know
that you use more water in the
bathroom than anyplace else in •

reporter
Marshall's Women's basketball team goes big game hunting this week, despite injured
players.
Marshall (4-13, 1-7 in the
MAC) enters
tonight's game
against WVU in
Charleston
with aroster of
injured players,
coach Julienne
Simpson said.
The game
starts at 5:30
p.m. in the
BEHNFELDT Civic
Charleston
Center.
Simpson said the Herd will
play aslower paced game. "We
can't run with anybody," she
said.
"We don't have the bodies
right now. Most people want to
run against us and if we can
get back in azone, we can rest
for afew seconds. Rather than
recover all the time, we are
there ready to play defense."
Monday, they captured their
first conference win of the season over Buffalo, 76-59. "They
really listened well in practice,
and we didn't lose our composure," Simpson said.
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Spring Fest '99 packed with
exciting events
Winter may still be upon us but the Student Activities
Programming Board has plans for students this spring. Spring
Fest '99 is scheduled in April and will focus on providing something for everyone.
Find out more...

Thursday in Life!

Tattoos:
Not just
or 'Mom'
anymore
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Expression that lasts aliletime
story by BRYAN CHAMBERS

Tattoos are morei-han skulls
and the word "Mom" scrawled
across an arm.
Actually, tattoos have become
almost as common as necklaces
and rings.
"People get tattoos to distinguish themselves on apersonal
basis," said Kevin B. Ankeny,
tattoo artist and owner of
Living Art Studios at 1524
Fourth Ave.
' They can take apiece of art
they love and cherish, and it
will be with them forever'."
Atattoo may be more than it
appears. Some have special
meanings or resemble something important in a person's
life.
AGecko lizard is an important symbol to Elizabeth A.
Gainer, Washington D.C.
senior. She tattooed one on her
back because "lizard" is her
longtime
"It will nickname.
always remind me of
my youth," Gainer said. "It's
certainly an addition to my personality."
Chris C. Marsh, Huntington
senior, reflects his personality
through reminders of two of his
favorite bands - The Misfits
and Tool.
"I always thought tattoos
were cool," Marsh said. "I'll
never regret them, either.
Because, when I'm 70 years old,
if having tattoos is the biggest
worry on my mind, then Imust
be living agreat, healthy life."
Atraumatic experience in the
life of Daniel J. Gross, aLong
Island, N.Y. senior, led him to
get tattooed after the death of
his sister.
He described his body art as
his own personal memorial to a
loved one.

"Iregret
alwaysthem,
thought
werewhen
cool. I'm
I'll never
either.tattoos
Because,
70
years old, if having tattoos is the biggest worry
on my mind, then Iml{st be living agreat,
healthy life."
Chris C. Marsh,
Huntington senior

a constant
the"It'spositive
thingsreminder
we hadof
together," he said. "It's not perfect, but then again, neither
was she and neither am I."
The process of getting atattoo starts with arelease form,
which frees the tattoo artist of
any legal responsibility in the
future. The age requirement is
18, but customers under 18 can
receive tattoos with parental
consent.
After meeting the requirements, the area of the body
where the tattoo will be, is
shaved and cleaned with antibacterial soft soap. This
reduces the amount of friction
on the skin.
Then, atransfer of the tattoo
is then placed on the skin and
allowed to dry.
The tattoo needle is an electromagnet that operates at the
same speed of 60 hertz of electricity, or 60 repetitions per second.
Small grooves in the needle
pick up small particles of ink
that are injected into the skin
each time the skin is punctured.
"I tell my customers to get as
relaxed as they possibly can,
but Ialso try to get them excited about their tattoo," said
Billy Beans, tattoo artist and

owner of the Tattoo Clinic in
Chesapeake, Ohio. "I try to
work according to the person's
tolerance for pain."
The pain factor also depends
on the location of the tattoo.
Beans said the soft areas of
the body, such as the stomach
or buttocks, will tend to be
more painful. The least painful
areas are the outer forearms
and shoulder.
The pain involved in getting
a tattoo really isn't that bad,
Gross said.
"It's like a cat scratching
you," he said. "It's more annoying than anything else."
Gainer said the pain is numbing.
"It hurts at first, then you
don't feel anything," she said.
Maintaining atattoo depends
on the care of it during the
healing process.
The best care involves washing atattoo twice aday, preferably with aliquid anti-bacterial
soap. Keeping it moist with
either Vitamin Eoil or with a
triple antibiotic ointment, until
healed also helps.
Anew tattoo should not be
exposed to sunlight for along
period of time or it will fade,
Ankeny said.
The price of atattoo depends
on its size and the amount of

time needed to complete the
tattoo.
Both Ankeny and Beans said
they charge aminimum of $40.
Ankeny charges $75 an hour
and Beans charges $70.
Suns, moons and sun-moon
combination pieces are popular
now, Ankeny said. Tribal pieces
are also popular, he added.
"You're not committing yourself to askull or name with a
tribal piece," Ankeny said. "It's
widely accepted because it's
just adesign. And, if someone
happens to get a skull, tribal
piece or any other tattoo they
may regret, it can be removed.
Dr. Adel Faltaous, assistant
professor of plastic surgery at
the Marshall School of
Medicine, said the most recommended treatment for tattoo ·•
removal is laser surgery.
' The ideal laser will disrupt
the skin cells that carry pigment and will cause minimal
scarring," Faltaous said.
Three to 10 sessions are
required for a tattoo to be
removed, depending on the
size, color and depth of the tattoo, Faltaous said.
"Any black, blue or green tattoo can be removed with reasonable results," Faltaous said.
"With all other colors, especially red or yellow, aresidual tattoo is left behind."
Tattoo removal is not performed in Huntington because
the laser machine's high cost,
Faltaous said.
Removal is possible in other
states for acost of about $300.
Atattoo should be enjoyed,
Beans said.
"I like waking up every morning and looking at my tattoos in
the mirror," he said.

TOP RIGHT: "lsolbel" is

pictured on apostcard from
the Huntington Museum of
Her tattoos were exhibitedArt.several
years ago.
LOWER RIGHT: This circular tattoo was inked at the
Living Art Studio.
NEAR LEn: Ankeny uses
a tattoo "gun" on a customer.
MIDDLE LEFT1 Kevin B.
Ankeny, artist and owner of
Living Art Studio, was runner up for best realism at th
Appalachian Motor Club
Tattoo Competition for this
cougar cub tattoo.
FAR LEn: Tattoos of suns
and moons are popular,
Ankeny said.
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